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FOREWORD

In 1975, research was begun at the North Central Forest Experiment
Station to develop a system that would update, project, and analyze forest
resource information in the North Central Region. This comprehensive

evaluation system, designed to analyze all forest resources and their uses
as an integrated system, is known as FREP (Forest Resources Evaluation
Program).

STEMS (Stand and Tree Evaluation and Modeling System) is the tree

growth projection component of FREP. This component has also been
known as TRES, FREP, and FREP78. Today's STEMS is the product of
a team of researchers at the North Central Station; the development of
STEMS continutes.

This publication is one of' three designed to acquaint you with different
aspects of STEMS. A Description of STEMS, the User's Guide to STEMS,
and A Programmer's Guide fbr STEMS make up the set.
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A DESCRIPTION OF STEMS
THE STAND AND TREE EVALUATION

AND MODELING SYSTEM

David M. Belcher, Biometrician,
Margaret R. Holdaway, Mathematical Statistician,

and Gary J. Brand, Mensurationist

Long range planning is an essential part of all and forest resources other than timber have received
forest resource management. Prudent management little attention.

requires accurate estimates of both current resource As a result of these many needs, the development
levels and the expected resource changes from ira- of the Forest Resources Evaluation Program (FREP)
plementing various management alternatives. Such
information is required by law at State and Federal was undertaken by the North Central Forest Exper-iment Station, USDA Forest Service, in 1975. The

levels. For private industry, the commitment of cap- ultimate goal of the FREP project is to achieve the
ital requires estimates of present and future resource
levels that are at least as accurate as those mandated ability to simulate changes in all major forest re-

sources. The value of such a projection system is
by legislation, twofold. First, it provides a mechanism fbr the de-

Even with our rapidly expanding expertise in in- tailed update of previously inventoried resources to
ventory procedures, our estimates of present and fu- estimate current resource levels. Second, it allows
ture resource levels have numerous voids. Sampling the detailed projection of future resource levels based
techniques capable of providing accurate estimates on known or estimated current levels. Projections
of current forest resource levels are available (Coch- with and without silvicultural treatments can be made

ran 1977, Prodan 1968, Husch et al. 1972) but it is to provide the basis for resource assessment. Updates
seldom practical to reinventory the fbrest every time and projections for large geographic regions and a
current information is needed. Furthermore, re- diversity of resource conditions can be made.
source inventories fhrnish :no indication of future

The first forest resource chosen was timber be-
changes that could result from implementing var- cause of the wealth of information available in the
ious management alternatives. Therefore, a desir-

literature and because a large amount of data on
able goal is a resource management system that will

tree growth was readily accessible (Leary 1979).add a dynamic dimension to the inventory process
through simulation. Information about FREP and earlier versions of

the tree growth projection system (TRES and FREP78)Most work in the area of fbrest resource simula-

tion has been concentrated on timber projections and have been previously published (Buchman 1978,
many excellent growth and yield models have been Lundgren 1978, Lundgren and Essex 1978, USDA

Forest Service 1979, Hahn et al. 1979, Smith and
developed (Fries 1974, Fries et al. 1978). However, Raile 1979). A short version of STEMS has also beenmost of these models have been restricted to one or

produced (Brand 1981a).
a few species groups in a relatively narrow geo-

graphic region. This segmented wealth of knowledge This paper describes the computer program STEMS
is of only limited value to the fbrest manager who (Stand and Tree Evaluation and Modeling System),
must deal with all species and all forest resources, the current version of the tree growth projection sys-
often over a broad geographical expanse. In recent tern. It presents the program structure, discusses the
years more emphasis has been placed on construct- growth model components, the management subsys-
ing comprehensive simulators that can better por- tern, and the regeneration subsystem. Some prelim-
tray the dynamics of a diverse resource base. Still, inary results of model testing are also presented and
the economically unimportant species, mixed stands, an example is discussed.



STRUCTURE OF THE Program TABL is available for summarization(

STEMS SYSTEM the standard output file by species group and usel
specifieddiameter class,The summary tablespro

sentthe components of growth in terms ofnumbe

STEMS isa system ofcomputer programs that oftreesperacreand basalareawithoptionalvolumes
projectsthegrowthofindividualtreesinstands.Based

on biological principles of forest growth, STEMS of-
fers a flexible, generalized approach to simulating TGPS Program
the change of forest trees in stands. Coefficients for

its generalized diameter growth and mortality func- Program TGPS consists of a series of subroutine_
tions have been developed from more than 2,500 per- that perform the required input, processing, and out-
manent remeasured plots fbr all the major tree spe- put (fig. 2). The first action of' the program is to set
cies in the Lake States region of the United States. up the projection environment by reading the run

options, the system parameters and specifications,
STEMS is an individual-tree, distance-indepen- and the volume equation coefficients with s ubrou-

dent model that can provide much detail about trees tines SETRUN, SETSYS, and SETVOL, respec-
and stands. Because each tree is projected individ- tively. These subroutines and all others presented in
ually (as a member of a competing community of this discussion are fully detailed by Belcher (1981).
trees), the system offers the user the opportunity to
tailor output and silvicultural treatment subrou- The remaining subroutines compose the Pilot Pro-
tines to meet his specific objectives. User control of cessor Loop. This loop is executed once fbr each plot
management options and output summaries further on the input file or for a lesser number of plots if' the
serves to make STEMS suitable to a variety of user appropriate run option is used. The first action of
needs. Changes for a single stand may be monitored the Plot Processor Loop is to read an initial tree list
in great detail and whole forest inventories may be with Subroutine READ. Next, Subroutine TESTIT
projected, examines the list to search for conditions likely to

produce undesirable results further along in the pro-
STEMS consists of two FORTRAN programs--, gram. Informative messages are printed to describe

TGPS and TABL (fig. 1). The program TGPS (Tree any problems that exist or corrective measures that
Growth Projection System) "grows" stands of forest have been taken. The detail of these infbrmative
trees by simulating the birth, growth, harvest, and messages is controlled with another run option.
death of individual trees within a stand. Projection
equations predict annual diameter growth of the tree, Next .Subroutine WRITER is called. This subrou-

tine writes three types of information to the Stan-probability of mortality, and crown ratio. TGPS ap-
plies management action (removals) to the stands dard Output File (discussed in a later section). The
according to management guides developed for Lake first is plot-specific information that does not change
States conditions (Brand 1979, 1981b). Regeneration during the projection period (e.g., property name,

site index, etc.). The second is the current tree list,of stands removed by management action is also pro-
vided. TGPS produces a standard outputfile of initial and the third is a trailer record that indicates all
and updated tree lists for later summarization by output is complete for this plot. At this point within

the Plot Processor Loop only the plot-specific infor-TABL (TABLes) or other programs.
mation is written.

_G_sRo.op,o._ Subroutines SETSI computes site index by species

System Parameters and Specifications

Input Volume Coefficients group. This technique is based on. the work by Car-
TGPS Initial Tree Lists

c-_,_G.o.,, mean and Vasilevsky (1971) and Carmean (1979).
Projection

System) i andECh°specifications°fSystemP..... ters Subroutine COVTYP sets the cover type for the
Output

s_E_s i _.... '_" plot by examining the current basal area of eachStandard Output FHe(Stand and Tree

Evaluati .... d species group. This first call to COVTYP computes
Modeli.gSystem) [ Standard Output File the cover type for the initial tree list.

l Input TABL Run Options

tTASL VOl .... Coefficients Subroutine WRITER is called next to write the
(s..... ,,_,on initial tree list and stand conditions to the Standard

Program) [ Echo of System Parameters

ou,pu, i _°_s_,,,_,,o._ Output File. Note that no projection has yet beenSummary Tables

done. The initial tree list written here is the same

one entered with READ and is included in the output

Figure 1._Organization of the STEMS system, file for summarization purposes.

.......................... .................::........................................ ,._,_ ........................... . ............................................... ...... ,



PLOT PROCESSOR SECTION

(PROJECT ONE PLOT AT A TIME)

r ]
i i

/

run options Call TESTIT to Call OUTUR for optional I

examine tree list user output before I

l projection begins forthis plot i

volume coefficients Call SETSI to compute site I
index by species group

t 1 Call GROW t° pr°ject the t '

Call SETSYS to set plot one cycle and write !

system parameters I Call COVTYP to set tree list on the standard ]

and specifications initial plot output file repeat

t I cover type 1 cyclefor each
I Call OUTUR for optional

optional user output I When no live trees are user output at end of
before any projection I on the initial tree list, each cycle

begins I call REGINT to - 1
I generate a tree list +

' l I ca" °UTURf°r°pt'°nal

user output after

i _ projection is complete I

I Call WRITER to put
plot information on the for this plot

I standard output file " |
I _ Call OUTUR for

I Call WRITER to put a optional user output

I trailer record on the after projection is

standard output file compete for all plots

I
L. --J

.o

Figure 2.--Organization of TGPS, the tree growth processor.

At this point, TGP_ enters the Growth and Man- dicate the end of the plot projection. This also signals
agement Section, which is executed once for each of the end of the Plot Processor Loop and control re-
the cycles requested in the run options. The main turns to READ to enter the next plot to be projected.
feature of this section is a call to Subroutine GROW

that _grows" the plot for one cycle by applying a When all the plots to be projected are complete, a
sequence of l-year projections of growth and mot- final call to WRITER is made to print the format
tality. If management is desired, it is performed at used for the Standard Output File. This is the format
the requested point within the cycle by calls to Sub- to be followed if the user will summarize the Stan-

routine MANAGE. If regeneration is required, it is dard Output File tree lists with his own summari-
applied at the appropriate point. The projected tree zation program.
list is written to the Standard Output File by Sub-

routine WRITER from within GROW. Throughout the program, TGPS provides calls to
Subroutine OUTUR. This subroutine consists only

When the Growth and Management Loop has of the common block and RETURN statement. Use

completed all of its cycles, the projection of the cur- of OUTUR is optional but is included as a place for
rent plot is complete. WRITER is again called to inserting user-written code to do summarization,
write a record on the Standard Output File to in- output, or any further processing.



TABL Program GROWTH MODEL
COMPONENTS

Program TABL (fig. 3) summarizes the standard

output file produced by TOPS. The program first reads The STEMS tree growth simulation model con-
the TABL run options, system specifications, and vol- sists of four components: (1) a function that estimates
urne equation coefficients. Then the Plot Processor the potential annual diameter growth of' an individ-
Loop is entered and the plot specific information is ual tree, (2) a modifier fhnction to reduce the poten-
read for the first plot. Next a tree list is read, and tial growth because forest-grown trees may be corn-
subroutine SETIT organizes calls to subroutine SU- peting for limited resources and therefore not reach
MARY to compute the current plot conditions and their potential growth, (3) a mortality function, and
to subroutine TABLE to print a plot summary. The (4) a crown ratio function.
read-summarize-print loop is repeated until all in-

formation is printed for the current plot. Then the Potential Function
next plot on the standard output file from TGPS is

processed. Potential diameter" growth is the annual diameter
increment for a tree in a forest st,and free to grow

When all plots have been processed, summaries without competition from its neighbors.
of all plots combined may be printed. The types of
tables printed and the details of each are controlled A basic premise in the design logic of this forest
by TABL run options (for more detail on the sum- growth projection system is that the growth of a tree
marization and tabling process see Belcher 1981). can be represented by a multiplicative combination

Call SETUP to get run options,

system specifications, and
volume coefficients. Subroutine SETIT

, _ __ _ _ , I 1
information from the Standard Repeat for all I

' [ Output File. plots. [ Computations for ]I I Deterministic mortality.

I 1 , 'l
I Call READ to get a tree list ] ]for a year or for a cycle _- I Call SUMMARY to compute

i from the Standard Output File. I ] I I current plot conditions.

I 1 I REPEAT f°r all years °r I iall cycles for the plot,

I I Call SETiT to organize calls I _ I CallTABLE to print a plot ]I to SUMMARY and TABLE. r I summary table.

' t 'L_. .......... J
F---

CallTABLE to produce run
summary tables for all plots
combined.

1
Call LEGEND to print a L____ _-rr_o I
description of table headings.

Figure 3.--Organization of TABL, standard summary routine.

L I I I I l illl ill



of a potential growth and a modifier of the potential (Hahn et al. 1979). The current fbrm as developed
r _ _due to competition. These two parts fit together as by Holdaway _ and used in SFEMS is:

shown below:
[ BA,___ BA .5

t BA ]Annual change in[Potential annual] MODIFIER = l--e

tree diameter = Ld.b.h, growth J × where:

BA ...... = maximum basal area per acre
Fraction of the potential ] expected for the species;
growth actually occurring] BA .... current basal, area per acre;

Bo = fiR)- g(AD);
Following is the potential diameter growth func- R = relative d.b.h, of the tree (ratio

tion used in STEMS (Hahn and Leary 1979): of the tree's d.b.h, to the aver-

Potential annual diameter growth rate = age stand diameter);

b_ + b_ Db3 + b_ SI CR Db5 AD = average stand diameter;fiR) = a function characterizing the
where: individual tree's relative di-

D = initial tree d.b.h.; ameter efiVecton the modifier

SI = plot site index; f(R) b_[1-e b.,R] b_ *.b._

CR = tree crown ratio code; g(AD) .... a function characterizing the
b_-b_ = species specific regression coefficients, average stand diameter effk_.ct

Data used to fit this model came from two successive g(AD) .....c_ (AID + 1)c:_" and
measurements made on 51,149 dominant and codom- b_,b_,b:_,b4,c_,c_ = regression coefficients.

inant trees of 26 species groups throughout Michi-
gan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin (Christensen et al.
1979). Variables measured for each tree included di- '2Reported in unpublished manuscript by Margaret
ameter, crown ratio code 1 at the last measurement, Holdaway, Mathematical Statistician, North Central

and plot site index. Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minnesota.

Work by Carmean (1979) and Carmean and Vas-

ilevsky (1971) has provided a means for predicting

the site index for each species group from the plot
site index. In the current version of"STEMS, species .............................................................................

site index rather than plot site index is used :in the ......J ..............................}
potential function. 'i....."--

A graph of potential growth for the black and green .4o._ ...................[ / ....1

ash species group shows that a tree with a diameter z_ .as;l t.......................l
of 10 inches, site index of 60, and crown ratio code _ .so }, J ]
of 3 would have a potential growth of about 0.15 inch _ t-a .25

per year (fig. 4). As site index increases, potential F--

growth increases. However, potential growth peaks _ .is
between 15 and 20 inches d.b.lh, regardless of site o .10

index. ,os J

Modifier Function 25

The modifier function in the original version of' 9o sO':o'--..;-.
s 6o" ';.........

the projection system used a stand component ap- _ze. so "T...........
proach (Leary and Holdaway 1979). In STEMS, the '*oe, 4o 1"--,
function has evolved into an individual tree modifier 3o

Figure 4._Potential annual diameter growth (in

_See the section on crown ratio/:hnction/bra de/: inches) [br the black arid greer_ ash species group

inition of the crown ratio code. with crown ratio code := 3.

5



Trees on less dense stands keep a higher percent- _f-J_J .......................

age of their potential growth than those on dense .. J- ....

stands (fig. 5). For example: a 10-inch tree on a stand I k.tJ_'_'_ J ................ 89lir

with average diameter of'8 inches (relative diameter , _ t J-

= 10/8 = 1.25) and with plot basal area of 100 ft2/ _._
acre realizes only about 70 percent of its estimated ,

potential growth. __% t.s _

standThewith asitereSultsor the potential and modifier functions i __,,,._, 1!i .4/!_ _

can be combined to produce a realized growth func- ,"\___:tion (fig. 6). Consider a green ash tree with a 10-inch

diameter and crown ratio code of 3, growing in a _/'_"i,,

index of 60, average diameter orS i_\.._"',iC_:'i'i"'l'i!\\iiiltl#
inches, and plot basal area of 100 ft2/acre. The po- I'

tential function es timates an annual growth of 0.15 :_oo_ _% _ s

inch, but the modifier estimates that only 70 percent _t/.\_ is _.,,_ �of that growth will occur so the realized growth for /_ 20 .,o'_

this tree is 0.10 inch. j_ .... _,_c,

Mortality Function 240
Figure 5.--Growth modifier function for the black

The process of natural mortality in a forest stand and green ash species group with relative diameter
is simulated by applying the mortality function de- = 1.25.
veloped by Buchman (1979). This function predicts

the probabilit X of death of an individual tree during factor is applied. For probabilistic mortality, a ran-
a 1-year period as a function of the tree's current dom number is drawn from a uniform distribution

d.b.h, and its annual growth rate. between 0 and 1. If the probability of death is greater
than this random number, the tree and all the trees

The form of the equation is: that it represents are marked as dead. For deter-

P = [1 + e(b_ + b2 DGR ba + b4D)] -1 + b_ ministic mortality, the number oftreesper acre that
where: ........ -_-___

P = estimated probability of a tree dying; ---_--_ .... _ f'_--'-_ 13ff

b_ = adjustment for diameter effect when "-_-----_ .
DGR is zero; |

b2, ba = adjust probability of dying based on tDGR; .2s
DGR = annual diarpeter growth rate in inches; o

b4 = adjustment based on tree size; _ .20

D = diameter at breast height in inches; and ._ _ _ ..15 ,_b5 = background annual death rate. ,_ _ -_
\..,.-., _._ .lo g

The regression coefficients--b_, b2, b:,, b4, and b_-- _ _.

were determined separately for each species group. _._ __ .oh

A graph of the mortality function for black and "'8o"_./ ,___!

green ash shows it is unlikely that a tree will die if a _oo_o __'_ >>7 v__o

its growth rate is greater than 0.08 inch per year _%_ v
(fig. 7). A tree with a growth rate of 0.10 inch per _. _s
year has less than a 1 percent chance of dying. _o

25 O "_'_"

STEMS provides two ways to assign mortality to _o
individual trees. The options are known as proba- Figure 6.--Realized annual growth for the black and
bilistic and deterministic mortality and are selected green ash species group for trees with crown ratio
by the appropriate TGPS run option. The difference code 0/'3 in a stand with site index of 60 and av-
between the two options is the way the mortality erage diameter of 8 inches.



Crown Ratio Function

/-._8 To allow the model to respond to changes in stand
i_-._6-_ density and to allow the potential function to be used
iI

/-.14 _ when crown ratio was not measured, a crown ratio
)_._2_ code function has been developed to estimate crown

i'i _--.10 o ratio codes according to stand basal area and indi-
08 vidual tree d.b.h. The code 1, 2, 9, 0 represents

_,.oo_ crown ratios of from 1 to 10 percent, 11 to 20 percent,
/ o 81 to 90 percent, and 91 to 100 percent, respec-_..o4_ "'"I

_.-.o2 tively. Application of this function makes crown ratio

.0_ ._ a dynamic variable within the simulation program.04 and thus increases the precision of projections. The

_4,4,.o s function can also be used to compute an initial crown
%_ 1o_'5 _ ratio code for those trees for which crown ratio was

o_" not measured.

25 O'

The crown ratio code function used in the original

Figure 7.--Annual probability of mortality [br the version of the growth projection system predicted
black and green ask species group, mean stand crown ratio code (Holdaway et al. 1979).

Subsequent development :_has resulted in the follow-

this tree represents is reduced by the proportion pre- ing individual tree crown ratio code fhnction now
used in STEMS (fig. 8):dicted by the mortality function. When a tree's ex-

pansion factor is reduced to 1, mortality type reverts

to probabilistic so that a tree on the tree list will not CR = b_ [ ]represent less than one tree per acre. 1 + b_ BA + b_ 1 -e --b4 D + CF

Each type of mortality has advantages and dis- where:

advantages and it is up to the user to decide the CR = individual tree crown ratio code;
option appropriate to his situation. For large num- BA = 10-year running average stand
hers of plots and short projections (less than 30 years), basal area per acre;
the two options produce the same results. Probabi- D = current tree diameter (d.b.h.);
listic mortality is more computationally efficient than CF = correction factor computed as:
deterministic but for long projections it can have initial predicted CR-initial
undesirable results. A plot may be reduced through observed CR; and

mortality or cutting to two or three entries on the b_, b2, b3, b4 = species specific regression
tree list and each tree on the list represents about coefficients.
one-half or one-third of the basal area per acre. If

one of these trees dies, the plot loses a large portion The model was calibrated using current stand basal
of its basal area at once. This may not be a reasonable area for the BA term but STEMS uses a 10-year
representation of natural mortality. The determin- running average stand basal area for this term. This
istic option does not have this problem because it usage produces a desirable lag in the function's re-
retains the tree list entries for a much longer period, sponse to drastic changes such as thinnings.
However, more computations are required and an-

nual output of tree lists is necessary when a sum-
mary of growth components is desired. For large
numbers of plots the size of the output file can be- aDocumentation for the crown ratio code function
come critical. The probabilistic option produces a is currently being prepared by Margaret Holdaway,
shorter output file for the same components of growth Mathematical Statistician, North Central Forest Ex-
summaries, periment Station, St. Paul, Minnesota.

IIIII I



When the management guide has been assigned,
the plot characteristics are used to select the appro-
priate silvicultural treatment--clearcut, thin, do

9 nothing, etc. Management guides recently developed
.8 by North Central Forest Experiment Station scien-
7 Q tists were used to select treatments fbr most of theO

o cover types (Benzie 1977a, 1977b; Johnston 1977a,.6 O

_- 1977b; Perala 1977; Sander 1977; Tubbs 1977). Ad-

# ditional sources were used for other types and ad-
4 _ ditional clarification (USDA Forest Service 1958, 1967,t3 O

.2 o 1979). 4 When plot characteristics are compared with
the management guide, a recommended treatment

< is produced. Rotation ages, residual basal areas, and
8o_b" ".. _y

_i_2_ ° _ _ the other characteristics used in the managementf<J guides can be easily modified to test the effect of
_% I;o_\, | _ _,, alternative management strategies.

%_r_,_8°b_ Ii J_o2o <_ �x�Amarking rule was developed for each recom-

<_o_220f-L.... 2s o. mend treatment that requires trees to be cut. This
240 marking rule produces a hierarchy of' characteristics

used to rank the trees on the plot in order of"increas-

Figure 8.--Crown ratio code [br the jack pine species ing "value," which is determined by species, dicta-
group, eter, and tree quality. The least _valuable" trees are

cut first. When the desired residual conditions exist,
no more trees are cut. The trees designated as cut
still remain on the tree list but with a cut tree status

MANAGEMENT code. a marking rule can be easily changed to ex-
SUBSYSTEM amine the effect of not removing cull trees, favoring

alternative species, or favoring different size classes.

The projection system contains a set of generalized Brand (1979, 1981b) describes the management sub-
management guides and marking rules (Brand 1979, system in more detail.
1981b). Including management guides allows sim-

ulated tree cutting and thereby a means to project REGENERATION
managed stands. Three operations are necessary to
simulate timber management: assigning a manage- SUBSYSTEM
ment guide, determining the appropriate treatment
according to that guide, and removing trees to carry Regeneration in a forest growth simulator is the
out the selected treatment, process of adding new trees to the system. This proc-

ess can be divided into three categories for modeling

The first step in assigning a management guide purposes. The first category includes the small num-
is to determine the plot cover type by examining the ber of new trees that will become established each
basal areas of trees of each species group. To do this, year in almost every stand. These new trees will
various combinations of species group basal areas differ as to species and most of them will die during
are compared to determine the group with the larg- the first few years of their lives. Depending on the
est basal area. The combination with the largest basal characteristics of the stand they enter, however, some
area is then split into smaller groups that are then may survive and become "permanent" components
compared. This process is continued until a single of the stand. The second category, '_partial" regen-
species or a small group of species remains to rep- eration, :represents the :new trees that normally en-
resent a cover type. For example, red pine cover type ter a stand to fill spaces left by thinnings, heavy
is represented by red pine species, but northern hard-
wood cover type is represented by any combination

of sugar maple, basswood, hemlock, and yellow birch 4personal communication with John Benzie, Rich-

species. The user specifies the management guide to ard Godman, William Johnston, and Donald Perala,
be used for each cover type via input from the system all scientists with the North Central Forest Experi-
parameters and specifications file. dent Station.

........................................... -.......................................................................................................T-I ............................I...........................[..................................................................................................................



mortality, or other occurrences that leave moder- TYPE MGM'T MOISTURE STANDCHARACTERISTICS
ately sized holes in the existing stand. The third p,aot
category, "_initial" regeneration, represents the to- red pine

tally new" stand that must be generated when the hydrictO

existing stand has been completely removed through ....... ic _o0,.... . ....
clearcut or equivalent management action. This con- ,.s ..... ge diameter

dition is common for forest types under even-aged s.eprep?--yes

management such as red pine and jack pine but is re,.... ?--yes
uncommon for forest types under uneven-aged man- c,.....,
agement such as northern hardwoods.

plant

We do not now have the data on which to base a

function to model either the first or second category _ockp,,e
of regeneration. However, we have developed a model xeric 900t ...... '....

for "initial" regeneration. Simulation of "initial" re- t.5 ..... ge diameter

generation consists of two steps. The first step is to paper birch sile prep?---yes

determine the characteristics of the new stand--spe-
release?- yes

cies groups present, :number of trees, average di-
ameter, etc. The second step is to generate a diameter
distribution for the new trees. Only these two steps .at.,ra,
are discussed here. paperbirc_'_

Characteristics of the new stand are based on both she. ..... d 1,000 t .... / ....

previous stand's characteristics and the type of man- ,s ..... ge diameter

agement used to remove the previous stand. Decision
site prep? -- yes

trees have been developed 5 tbr most of the major
cover types that lead from the previous stand char- ,e,....?....
acteristics to those of the new stand. As an example,
when a paper birch stand on a dry site is clearcut, Figure 9.--Decision tree for regenerating a stand that

teas previously paper birch.the recommended regeneration technique is to pre-
pare the site and plant 900 jack pine trees per acre

(fig. 9). The resulting stand will have an average The user can easily change any of the values asso-
diameter of 1.5 inches when it enters the projection ciated with the regeneration subsystem by modify-
system and release will probably be required. If the ing the system parameters and specifications data
previous stand had not been dry or if a shelterwood file (Belcher 1981).
removal had been done rather than a clearcut, the
new stand would have different characteristics.

When the new plot characteristics have been de- TESTING STEMS
termined, a diameter distribution must be generated

for the new trees. STEMS arbitrarily assumes a nor- As each component of the system was developed,
mal distribution of diameters about the average stand we tested it against the data used in development
diameter. The normal distribution is probably not and against an independent data set using the usual
the best one for modeling a regenerated stand and indices of goodness of fit (R 2, distribution of residuals,
we are currently trying to develop a more realistic and standard errors of estimates). Then, to deter-

method for generating the new diameters. However, mine how the system worked as a whole we subjected
we will use the normal distribution until this work it to a second set of tests. First, the system was tested
is complete, on the data used to develop the components to see if

Currently STEMS assumes that any regenerated it could reasonably simulate the conditions used to
stand will enter the projection system 15 years after develop it. Results from these tests do not appear
the previous stand is removed. In future versions of here. Next, the system was tested on data not used
STEMS this number will be set in the decision trees, in model calibration. Tables 1-3 were produced using

this independent data set. The statistic used in this
and further system tests was the ratio of predicted

_Nancy Walters and Gary Brand of North Central to observed means. The tests presented here follow
Forest Experiment Station. the procedure outlined by Leary et al. (1979).



Table 1.--Ratio of predicted mean to observed mean _/'or average diameter, number of trees_ and basal area
by/brest type for the C[oquet Experimental Forest

Yearsafterinitialmeasurement
Foresttype Plots 5 10 17 5 10 17 5 10 17

Number Averageplotdiameter Numberof trees Basalarea
Jackpine 79 1.00 1.00 1 00 1.00 1.01 1.04 1.00 t 01 1.04
Redpine 49 1.00 1.00 99 1.00 .99 1 01 1.00 1 00 1.00
Whitepine 6 99 .97 96 1.05 1.12 1 16 1.03 1 06 1.06
Whitespruce 4 99 1.03 98 1.01 1.13 1 09 1.04 1 24 1.12
Balsamfir 23 1 02 1.03 1 06 1.04 t.09 1 19 1.09 1 18 1.31
Blackspruce 29 1 02 1.03 1 06 1.05 1.08 t t6 1 07 t 13 1.29
Tamarack 19 1 01 1.02 1 03 .97 .92 87 1 00 t 01 1.06
N.white-cedar 14 1 01 1.03 1 05 1.03 t.04 1 10 1 06 1 12 1.23
Lowlandhdwds 3 1 00 1.02 1 01 1.07 1.06 1 28 1 08 1 11 1.32
Aspen 30 1 01 1.02 1 04 1.01 1.03 1 07 1 05 1 10 1.19
Paperbirch 36 1 00 1.02 1 03 1.02 1.02 1 03 1 Q4 1 05 1.09

ALL 292 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.06 1.03 1.05 1.09

predictedmeanstandattributefor thetype
'Calculatedas:observedmeanstandattributeforthetype.

STEMS was tested 6on data from five areas within (2) Chequamegon National Forest, Wisconsin;
the Lake States (fig. 10): (3) Nicolet National Forest, Wisconsin;

(1) Cloquet Experimental Forest of the College or" (4) Hiawatha National Forest, Michigan; and
Forestry 7, University of Minnesota; (5) Manistee National Forest, Michigan.

_Most of the work done on testing the STEMS pro-
gram was done by Gary Brand and Margaret Hold-
away with assistance from Stephen Shirley and Jer- 7Dietmar Rose and the staff of the Cloquet Forestry
old Hahn, all of the North Central Forest Experiment Center made the past measurement data available
Station, St. Paul, Minnesota. and assisted in the 1976 measurements.

Table 2.--Summary of the ratio of predicted mean basal area to observed mean basal area by [brest type for
the measurement closest to 10 years for each of the five forest areas (The number of plots appear in
parenthesis)

Forest Cloquet Chequamegon Nicolet Hiawatha Manistee
type (10yrs) (11yrs) (11yrs) (9yrs) (11yrs) ALL

,ac 0,ne 1.08ti  .08!1.08111 1

i IllWhitespruce 1.24 .78 .99 .93 1 07 10

Balsamfir 1.18 t!i! 1.06 (}4 1.08 1.39 115 51

Blackspruce 1.13 .93 2p 1.62 1.12 116 40
Tamarack 1.01 1.02 p .77 98 23
N.white-cedar 1.12 1.07 _ 1.37 (2) 1 08 47
Hemlock .93 .96 .95 (7)
Lowlandhdwds 1.11 (3) 1.31 (5/ 1.09 .92 1.47 1 1.34 (30)Northernhdwds 1.05 (40j 1.01 ( .99 ( 1.21 1.04(135)

5Whiteoak .98 .98 (15)

Northernredoak 1.10 (4) 1.30 (1) 1.03 /_l 1.15 (9(8_ 1.13 (15)Oak-pine .78 1.00 .47 (10)

Aspen 1.10 l_/ 107 ( .98 ( 1.02 ( 1.24 12 1.05(121)Paperbirch 1.05 .99 .99 1.22 1.10 (1 1.05 (58)

ALL 1.05(292) 1.06(123) 1.01(145) 1.03(114) 1.09(148) 1.05(822)
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Table 3.---Su.mn_ary of the mean of the plot ratios Ratios were computed fbr plot average diameter,

of predicted average diameter to observed number of trees, and basal area to give a represent-
average diameter by forest type for the Cloquet ative picture of system perfbrmance. In general, the
Experimental _brest whole system accurately predicted diameters but ov-

erpredicted basal areas pet' acre over periods ranging
Yearsafterinitial from 5 to 17 years.

measurement

Forest tYPe Plots 5 10 17 As the number of plots increases and the number
of years of projection decreases, the ratio of predicted

Number to observed mean moves closer to one (table 1). For

Jack pine 79 1.00 1.00 .99 example: on the Cloquet Forest there were 49 plots
Redpine 49 .99 1.00 .99
White pine 6 .99 .97 .97 of the red pine forest type and 6 plots of"the white
Whitespruce 4 .99 1.03 .98 pine forest type. After 17 years of projection the ratio
Balsamfir 23 1.02 1.04 1.06 of predicted to observed mean average diameter was
Blackspruce 29 1.02 1.03 1.06 0.99 for red pine--a 1 percent underestimate--but
Tamarack 19 1.01 1.03 1.05

was 0.96 for white pine--a 4 percent underestimate.N. white-cedar 14 1.01 1.03 1.05

Lowland hdwds 3 1.00 1.02 1.01 A comparison of the ratio of mean stand basal
Aspen 30 1.02 1.03 1.05
Paperbirch 36 t.01 1.02 1.04 areas by location indicates the variability between

locations (table 2). For example, the predicted mean
ALL 292 1.01 1.01 1.02 stand basal areas for the 14 aspen plots on the Hia-

watha Forest show an overprediction of only 2 per-
cent. In contrast, the 12 aspen plots on the Manistee
Forest show a 24 percent overprediction.

Figure lO.--Location of areas where data were collected to validate the
model.
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Tables 1 and 2 show ratios of mean stand char- the Nicolet National Forest. One projection is made
acteristics, i.e.: with management applied (full silvicultural pre-

scription with timber harvesting) and the other is
n made with no management (no timber harvesting).

1 _-_ predicted value_ No constraints will be placed on when the forest can
n _-_ be managed. That is, should the STEMS manage-

i = 1 ment guides call for all plots to be harvested in the
ratio = same year, that will be done. This will allow us ton

compare between two management extremes.

1 _ observed valuein

i= 1 The plots providing the data were last measured
in 1975. To begin the 30-year projections with more
current conditions, the 1975 survey has been up-where n is the number of plots on which the mean
dated to 1979, the last year for which actual remov-is based. Table 3, however, presents the mean of ra-

tios of a stand characteristic, i.e.: als were known. The updating procedure involves
beginning with the 1975 survey and estimating

1 n predicted value_ growth and mortality with the projection system whilemean - E selecting trees to cut to approximate the observed
n i= 1 observed valuei volume removed from the forest (Smith and Raile

1979).
This later statistic allows computation of disper-

sion measures such as variance of the plot ratios The following plot and tree variables were read
about the mean of plot ratios. The mean of ratios of from a forest survey file to produce an initial tree
predicted to observed stand average diameter by for- list:

est type can also be graphed over time (fig. 11). Ap- Treedata Plotdata
proximately 68 percent of the stand average diam- Species Propertynumber
eter ratios are expected to fall within + 1 and -1 D.b.h. PI0t number
standard deviation from the mean. Crown ratio Site index

Tree class (desirable,
Another method of presenting dispersion of a acceptable, rough, rotten) Stand age

characteristic being tested is to plot its cumulative Number of trees/acre Cover type
frequency of errors, s A graph of this type for the four representedbythe sample Acreagerepresentedbyplot
National Forests shows that basal area for 16 percent tree Measurement year

of the plots on these four forests was underpredicted All variables are required by the projection system
by more than 10 ft 2 and for 23 percent of the plots except property number, plot number, cover type,
was overpredicted by more than 10 ft 2 for a period and plot acreage.
of about 10 years (fig. 12). For the remainder of the
plots, 61 percent, predicted basal area was within 10 All volumes used in this example were computed
ft 2 of the observed basal area. from individual tree characteristics using equations

The validation results presented in this discussion and coefficients developed for northeast Minnesota

represent only a few of the tests that can be and are (Raile 1981). These equations were chosen instead
being done" to validate the model, of the local volume equations available for Wisconsin

(the Nicolet National Forest is in Wisconsin) because

EXAMPLE USING STEMS the Minnesota equations contain a site index term
and the Wisconsin equations do not. We believe in-

We will now present an example of how STEMS cluding the site index term will make the computed
can be used. For this example, two 30-year projec- volumes more accurate even though the equations
tions have been made of sample plots representing were developed for a different geographical region.

8This approach was suggested by Steven Shirley, Many types of summaries and displays can be de-
North Central Forest Experiment Station. veloped from the tree lists produced by STEMS. For

9Gary Brand and Margaret Holdaway, North Cen- this example, we will present information on acreage
tral Forest Experiment Station, are currently per- and volume of growing stock, cut and mortality vol-
forming a comprehensive validation, scheme for the umes, trends in species composition, and size distri-
projection system, bution.
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_'lgure i i.--Pattern of"mean and standard deviation of plot ratios of predicted to observed
average diameter by forest types on the Cloquet Experimental Forest, Minnesota. Standard
deviations are shown by the outer lines. Number of plots shown in parentheses.

Acreage and volume of growing stock for 1979 The overall growth rate for the 30-year period is
through 2009 are presented for the Nicolet National less when the management guides are applied than
Forest with management applied and with no man- when management is not used (fig. 13). This is be-
agement (tables 4 and 5). The distribution of area cause the management guides select for value of the
changes because STEMS reclassifies the cover type forest rather than for volume. Thus, the more val-
of stands that have sufficient change in species com- uable species, such as red pine, are preferred over
position. Species composition can change by loss of the faster growing species, such as aspen.
trees due to mortality, cutting, and by regeneration
of stands to different species groups.
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dicting basal area/'or four National Forests. The 200 I j l
measurement interval was approximately lO years. 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

YEAR
The STEMS management guides recommended

that 343.1 million cubic feet of growing stock trees Figure 13.-- Volume ofgrowing stock [brNicoletNa-
be cut during the 30-year projection period (table 6). tional Forest, 1979-2009, for all trees with and
Because low value and poorly growing trees would without management.

Table 4.--Summary of acreage and volume of growing stock on the Nicolet National Forest with
management applied (timber harvesting)

Projectedto

Updatedto1979 1989 1999 2009
Merchantable Merchantable Merchantable Merchantable

Covertype Acres volume Acres volume Acres volume Acres volume
#

Thousand Cuft/ac Thousand Cu ft/ac Thousand Cuft/ac Thousand Cuft/ac
Jackpine 3.4 1265 3.4 1,682 3.4 2,125 3.4 1,892
Redpine 56.2 1 992 56.2 2,897 95.3 2,328 99.2 2,418
White pine 4.9 1.784 4.9 2,416 4.9 3,012 6.4 2,760
Hemlock 21.7 2310 21.7 2,070 21.7 2,302 21.7 2,518
Balsamfir 43.7 1 207 38.5 1,154 32.7 1,020 26.7 1,354
Blackspruce 8.1 1 213 8.1 1,159 8.1 358 8.1 277
N. white-cedar 31.4 1 417 35.1 1,401 35.1 1,615 37.1 1,852
Tamarack 9.9 1 154 9.9 871 9.9 976 9.9 1,262
Whitespruce 12.5 1 484 16.5 1,900 18.0 1,773 20.5 1,919
N. red oak 6.9 678 6.9 587 6.9 902 6.9 1,356
B. ash-elm-maple 5.0 437 5.0 531 5.0 846 4.6 936
Maple-beech-birch 213.6 1,626 212.8 1,613 217.1 1,728 217.5 1,732
Aspen 93.4 933 97.2 272 55.0 579 46.9 816
Paperbirch 16.3 1,700 13.8 1,567 13.8 2,016 17.0 2,283
Otherhardwood 0.4 335 0.4 491 0.4 441 0 0
Noncommercial 3.0 590 0 0 3.1 349 4.6 911
Nonstocked 16.1 0 16.1 0 16.1 0 16.1 0

546.6 1,432 546.6 1,403 546.6 1,600 546.6 1,736
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Table 5.--Sulnnzary of acreage and volum,e/acre of growing stock on the Nicolet National Forest with no
management applied (no timber harvesting)

Projectedto

Updatedto1979 1989 1999 2009
Merchantable merchantable Merchantable Merchantable

Covertype Acres volume Acres volume Acres volume Acres volume

Thousand Cuft/ac Thousand Cuft/ac Thousand Cuft/ac Thousand Cuft/ac
Jackpine 3.4 1,265 3.4 1,619 3.4 1,948 3.4 2,355
Redpine 56.2 1,992 56.2 2,991 56.2 3,936 56.2 4,692
Whitepine 4.9 1,784 6.4 2,262 6.4 2,863 6.4 3,373
Hemlock 21.7 2,310 21.7 2,335 17.4 2,815 17.4 3,076
Balsamfir 43.7 1,207 32.8 1,324 32.3 1,880 22.7 2,525
Blackspruce 8.1 1,213 8.1 1,082 8.1 1,505 8.1 1,927
N.white-cedar 31.4 1,417 31.4 1,569 36.3 1,896 41.5 2,094
Tamarack 9.9 1,154 9.9 918 9.9 964 10.0 1,072
Whitespruce 12.5 1,484 26.5 1,663 23.9 1,977 25.4 2,268
N.redoak 6.9 678 6.9 944 6.9 1,305 6.9 1,717
B. ash-elm-maple 5.0 437 6.4 576 7.9 839 7.5 1,124
Maple-beech-birch 2t3.6 1,626 234.9 1 679 241.6 2,119 243.7 2,402
Aspen 93.4 933 59.6 774 54.0 1,164 54.2 1,545
Paperbirch t6.3 1,700 16.3 1 813 16.3 2,250 16.3 2,699
Otherhardwood 0.4 335 5.4 1 160 5.4 1,327 5.4 1,686
Noncommercial 3.0 590 4.4 625 4.4 848 5.4 753
Nonstocked 16.1 0 16.1 0 16.1 0 16.1 0

546.6 1,432 546.6 1 615 546.6 2,070 546.6 2,418

be cut, the estimate for mortality volume in the man- Size distribution of all the trees on the Nicolet
aged projection is approximately half of the estimate National Forest combined (regardless of species) at
for mortality volume in the unmanaged projection, the beginning and end of the projection period is
Foresters from the Nicolet National Forest indicated different with management and without manage-
that these mortality estimates were reasonable and ment (fig. 16). With management applied, the 8- and
well within their expectations. 12-inch diameter classes show almost no change dur-

ing the projection period. This indicates that the
Comparing the trends in species composition for number of trees lost to cutting and mortality in these

the 30-year projection with management and with- classes is approximately equal to the growth into
out management can indicate the effects of man- these classes.
agement on the forest (figs. 14 and 15). When man-
agement is applied according to the guides within The managed projection shows more live trees less
STEMS, hard maple decreases from 18 to 17 percent than 6 inches in diameter in 2009 than the unman-
of the forest's volume. When the fbrest is allowed to aged projection. This is mostly due to the way re-
grow with no manmade alterations, hard maple in- generation is handled in STEMS. New trees enter
creases to 24 percent of the forest's volume by the the system only after a clearcut or when all the trees
year 2009. Quaking aspen drops from 10 to 6 percent on a plot die. These conditions can occur for managed
with management but only drops to 9 percent with- stands but not for unmanaged stands so the small
out management, tree component for managed stands is greater.

Table 6.--Summary of inventory cut and mortality volumes of growing stock trees for the Nicolet National
Forest (1979-2009)

(In million cubic feet)

Managed Unmanaged
Period Initial Growth Cut Dead Final Initial Growth Dead Final

1979-1989 616.6 284.9 96.4 38.5 766.6 616.6 320.3 54.1 882.8
1989-1999 766.6 270.2 117.1 44.8 874.8 882.8 326.3 77.4 1,131.6
1999-2009 874.8 248.0 129.6 44.2 949.0 1,131.6 297.9 108.1 1,321.4

ALL 616.6 803.1 343.1 127.5 949.0 616.6 944.5 239.6 1,321.4
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Figure 15.--Trends in species composition during
the 30-year projection period for the Nicolet Na-

For diameters greater than 6 inches, the unman- tional Forest when no timber management is ap-

aged projection shows more trees in each size class plied.
for 2009. This is because thinning removes trees of
these sizes. In unmanaged stands, trees are left to
grow with only mortality to remove them. The greater
number of large diameter trees for the unmanaged 8o
condition again points out that the Lake States man- o o 1979 INITIALCONDITIONS-'_2009 WITH MANAGEMENT
agement guides used in STEMS managed for value 70

rather than tree size. 1° 60

CONCLUSION so
;_ 40

The Stand and Tree Evaluation and Modeling Sys- o
tem (STEMS) is an individual-tree, distance-inde- "J 30

pendent growth simulation model developed for Lake
States forest conditions. It uses nonlinear regression 20

equations to project potential tree diameter growth,
modify that growth for competition effects, and com- 10

pute probability of mortality and crown-ratio code o , r _ -r _
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 18 18 20 22 24

D.B.H.

_°Personel Comrmunication with Allen Lundgren,

North Central Forest Experiment Station, September, Figure 16.--Initial and projected size distribution of
1980. trees, with and without management.
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on a tree-by-tree basis. Management and regener- Carmean, Willard H. Site index comparisons among
ation subsystems are provided to simulate harvest northern hardwoods in northern Wisconsin and
and regeneration of a stand. STEMS can be used to upper Michigan. Res. Pap. NC-169. St. Paul, MN:
grow single stands or large areas such as National U.S. Department of' Agriculture, Forest Service,
Forests_ North Central Forest Experiment Station; 1979.

17p.
Carmean, Willard H.; Vasilevsky, A. Site-index com-
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This paper describes STEMS (Stand and [[_'ee Evaluation and Mod-

eling System), the current computerized Lake States tree growth
projection system. It presents the pro%ram structure, discusses the

growth and mortality components, the management subsystem, and
the regeneration subsystem. Some preliminary results of model test-
ing are presented and an application is discussed.
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